Neural Response Phase Tracks How Listeners Learn New Acoustic Representations
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Summary

Humans are remarkable at rapidly learning regularities through experience from a dynamic environment [1, 2]. For example, long-lasting memories are formed even for auditory noise patterns after short, repeated exposure in an unsupervised manner [3, 4]. Although animal neurophysiological [5–10] and human studies [11–16] demonstrate adaptive cortical plasticity after sensory learning and memory formation, the mechanisms by which the auditory system extracts and encodes holistic patterns from random noise, which contains neither semantic labels nor prominent acoustic features to facilitate encoding, remains unknown. Here we combined magnetoencephalography (MEG) with psychophysics to address the issue. We demonstrate that the establishment of a reliable neuronal phase pattern in low-frequency (3–8 Hz) auditory cortical responses mirrors the noise memory formation process. Specifically, with repeated exposure, originally novel noise patterns are memorized, as reflected in behavior, and gradually produce robust phase responses in auditory cortex. Moreover, different memorized noises elicit distinguishable phase responses, suggesting their specificity to noise structure. The results indicate that the gradual establishment of low-frequency oscillatory phase patterns in auditory neuronal responses mediates the implicit learning process by which originally undifferentiated noises become new auditory objects.

Results

Memory Formation: Psychophysics

We employed an unsupervised noise memory paradigm, adapted from a previous experiment [3], to study the dynamic neural correlates of memory formation for white noise. As illustrated in Figure 1A, listeners were either presented with a noise sample generated by concatenating three identical 0.5 s noise segments (RN) or a 1.5 s running noise (N) and were asked to determine the noise type (RN or N) by pressing corresponding keys (Yes or No). Critically, one particular exemplar of the RN sounds reoccurred, interspersed throughout each experimental block (RefRN; red divided rectangle). Similarly, one particular N sample was fixed and presented repeatedly (RefN; red rectangle).

Figures 1B and 1C illustrate the mean behavioral performance for 13 normal-hearing subjects. Consistent with the previous provocative findings [3], RefRN showed higher mean d’ scores (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p < 0.01; Figure 1B) and shorter reaction times (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p < 0.01; Figure 1C) than RN, suggesting that repeated exposure successfully induced memory formation. Note that the learning was implicit and unsupervised, as subjects were only required to judge the sound type (RN or N) and were not made aware of the repeated exposure to RefRN and RefN in each block. Furthermore, the sensitivity and reaction time as a function of presentation order throughout a block revealed a gradually developing course (Figures 1B and 1C, middle panel), demonstrating that RefRN and RN were not initially different and were only distinguishable after repeated exposure to RefRN. On the other hand, RefN, although also presented repeatedly (like RefRN), did not show memory formation behavior (Figures 1B and 1C, right panel) in both d’ (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 0.28) and reaction time (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 0.27). A possible reason for these differences in memory formation behavior between RefRN and RefN is the decreased learning performance with long sample duration [3].

Reoccurring Noise Elicits Robust Phase Pattern in Auditory Cortical Responses

We recorded magnetoencephalography (MEG) signals from 13 participants listening to the 1.5 s duration noise stimuli to assess the neural correlates of noise memory development. We first examined the canonical evoked response pattern in auditory channels (independently defined by a tone localizer in each subject separately), and as illustrated in Figure 2A (across-channel root-mean-square [rms] waveforms), there was no compelling difference for either RefRN/RN or RefN/N pairs. Next, we performed a spectrotemporal analysis to examine the induced power and phase responses as a function of frequency and time. As shown in Figure 2B, we did not observe noteworthy differences in induced power responses for either RefRN/RN or RefN/N pairs. We did, however, find robust effects in the phase results. As illustrated in Figure 2C (left), from ~0.5 s after noise onset until approximately sound offset, RefRN produced stronger intertrial phase coherence (ITC) in low frequency (2–8 Hz) responses compared to RN (paired t test, p < 0.001), whereas neither rms nor power analyses showed differences in this range (paired t test, rms: p = 0.98; Power: p = 0.48). Interestingly, RefN showed a similar trend of ITC advantage over N (Figure 2C, right) during this time-frequency period, although in a weaker, noisier manner (paired t test, p = 0.03), paralleling subjects’ poor memory performance. These results thus suggest a possible close link between low-frequency phase reliability during this time-frequency range and noise learning, leading us to focus on ITC within this “phase ROI” (0.5–1.5 s, 3–8 Hz, dotted box in left panel of Figure 2C) in subsequent analyses. We did not incorporate the 2 Hz component into the phase ROI to avoid the direct entrainment effect caused by the repetitions in RefRN and RN sounds with segment lengths of 0.5 s. Importantly, further analysis showed no correlation in the ITC between 3–8 Hz and 2 Hz (Pearson’s correlation, n = 13, p = 0.12).
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We further examined the cortical spatial distribution of this 3–8 Hz phase pattern reliability by calculating the ITC difference between RefRN and RN, in the phase ROI, in each of the 157 MEG channels separately. As shown in Figure 2D (see also Figure S1, available online), a typical auditory cortex spatial distribution was observed, similar to that obtained from the independent tone localizer (significant spatial similarity, p < 0.01), further suggesting that RefRN elicited a robust low-frequency phase pattern in auditory cortex.

### 3–8 Hz Phase Reliability Buildup

We focused on the 3–8 Hz auditory cortical responses, by band-pass filtering the MEG responses of 20 auditory channels separately and then extracting the corresponding power and phase temporal patterns. As illustrated in Figure 3A, all four types of stimuli elicited a similar power pattern profile, with an initial onset response around 200 ms after sound onset and a subsequent sustained plateau throughout the noise presentation. Figure 3B summarizes the time course of intertrial phase coherence results. All four stimuli elicited strong...
phase reset after sound onset. Notably, matched with previous spectrogram results (Figure 2C), RefRN induced stronger ITC around 0.5 s after sound onset (Figure 3B, left) than RN, and RefN showed a weak trend of stronger phase reliability than N during the same time range (Figure 3B, right), which was defined as the phase ROI (box in Figure 3B).

Given that behavioral results showed a gradual memory buildup throughout each experimental block (Figures 1B and 1C, middle panel), we assessed whether the neuronal phase pattern for RefRN was established in a similar gradual, incremental manner. We calculated the ITC within the phase ROI, in steps of six trials within each experiment block (e.g., trials 1–6, 2–7, 3–8, etc.) and observed a gradual ITC buildup (Figure 3C, left). Specifically, the ITC was initially not different between RefRN and RN (e.g., the first six trials) and began to differ after RefRN reoccurred several times (e.g., after the seventh presentation). These results demonstrate that as noise occurred repetitively and was gradually encoded in memory throughout an experimental block, it progressively initiated a reliable phase pattern response in auditory cortex. Moreover, because each trial group contained identical RefRN stimuli (e.g., trials 1–6 versus trials 20–25), the results also support the perceptual correlates of phase pattern reliability. On the other hand, although having a similar trend, the RefN-N pair did not show as significant an evolving phase reliability as RefRN-RN did (Figure 3C, right), consistent with the psychophysical results. Furthermore, other time-frequency ROIs did not show similar ITC buildup, as in the phase ROI (Figures S2 A–S2D).

Attention, Task Difficulty, and Segment Duration Controls

We ran two control experiments to address potential confounding factors (attention, task difficulty, and stimulus repetition structures) that could in part account for the observed RefRN-RN ITC results. In the first control experiment, four subjects listened to the original stimuli as well as two additional new signals containing near-threshold 30 Hz amplitude modulation (AM noise), and they were asked to detect the AM noise instead of repetitions within a sound. All the original four stimuli (RN, RefRN, N, RefN) were thus nontargets, yet similar RefRN-RN ITC differences were observed (Figure 3D). In the second control experiment (n = 4), we increased the task difficulty and changed the noise segment duration by employing 1.6 s noise stimuli (RN: two concatenated 0.8 s noise segment; N: 1.6 s running noise). As shown in Figure 3E, in spite of increased task difficulty (d’ for RN: ~0.5; d’ for RefRN: ~1.5) and different segment duration (0.8 s instead of 0.5 s), we observed similar phase effects in 3–8 Hz (see Figure S2E for time-frequency plots).
arguing against the hypothesis that all effects are merely caused by phase entrainment.

**Different Learned Noises Induce Diverse Phase Pattern Responses**

Phase-mediated regularization in low-frequency neuronal oscillations has been previously found to be associated with attentional selection [17], and therefore it is natural to ask whether the observed robust phase pattern for RefRN was solely caused by the nonspecific top-down attentional modulation, given that RefRN would become familiar after implicit learning and in turn capture more attention. To test this possible interpretation, we examined whether the phase pattern responses were distinguishable among different RefRNs (all of them recurred, but in separate blocks) by performing a phase pattern discrimination analysis (discrimination score larger than zero indicates dissociated phase response) [18, 19]. As shown in Figure 4A, RefRN elicited phase responses that became distinguishable around 0.5 s after sound onset (left panel), whereas RefN did not produce differentiated phase patterns (right panel), thus arguing against the nonspecific attention interpretation. Furthermore, we averaged the discrimination values within the phase ROI (0.5–1.5 s) to examine the overall discrimination ability. As shown in the left panel of Figure 4B, RefRN showed marginally significant discrimination scores (t test, p = 0.075; left bar). We further divided trials within one block into early and late trial groups (trials 1–12 and 13–24, respectively) to estimate the phase discrimination performances. Interestingly, we found that the phase responses for different RefRN sounds were established only in the later trial group (trials 13–24; t test, p = 0.03; right bar), but not in the early trial group (trials 1–12; t test, p = 0.046; middle bar) when memory has not been fully formed. On the other hand, RefN (Figure 4B, right panel) did not show discrimination ability in the total-trial (t test, p = 0.43), early-trial (t test, p = 0.38), and late-trial groups (t test, p = 0.78), suggesting that unlearned noises fail to elicit specific, distinguishable phase patterns. Thus, the diverse phase patterns for different RefRNs support the conjecture that the phase response was intimately associated with the sound structure rather than simply reflecting nonspecific attentional modulation and was shaped progressively as the memory was incrementally established.
Response Function

Having established the sensitivity of the 3–8 Hz phase pattern to the noise learning process and documented its specificity to each RefRN, we next asked whether the repeated exposure induced the brain to become more sensitive to the subtle acoustic microstructures in the noise and in turn contributed to the formation of reliable phase responses. Such stimulus-response temporal relationships can be characterized by a “response function.” Based on methods in recent visual studies [20, 21], we calculated the cross-correlation between the 3–8 Hz bandpass-filtered MEG responses within the phase ROI in each trial and the corresponding stimulus envelope, separately for the early-trial (trials 1–12) and late-trial (trials 13–24) groups, and for each stimulus condition, respectively (Figure S3). The response function for RefRN and the other sounds (averaged across the other three stimuli) did not differ in early trials when memory was not fully established (Figure 4C, left panel) and only became distinguishable during late trials (Figure 4C, right panel). Specifically, in the late-trial group, when RefRN was learned, the response function for RefRN and the other sounds (averaged across the other three stimuli) did not differ in early trials when memory was not fully established (Figure 4C, left panel) and only became distinguishable during late trials (Figure 4C, right panel).
RefRN revealed a deflection starting around 200 ms compared to that for other sounds, whereas the early-trial group showed a similar but insignificant trend. Since the temporal waveform is determined by both phase and power pattern [22] and RefRN manifested strong phase reliability, the response function results presumably reflect contribution mainly from phase information. Hence, learning of a random noise after repeated exposure drove the auditory system to become more sensitive and phase-reset to subtle microstructures that were initially not obvious, in turn shaping a gradually emerging reliable phase pattern response.

**Discussion**

It is well established that sensory systems can take advantage of statistical regularities in the environment to achieve optimal performance through learning, memory, and attention [11, 23–25]. Converging neurophysiological recordings and noninvasive neuroimaging results suggest that sensory cortex undergoes rapid plasticity according to stimulus statistical context or task requirements [5, 26]. For example, the mismatch negativity response (MMN) in sensory cortex, which is elicited by oddball stimuli in the absence of an explicit task, reflects sensory memory and regularity extraction [15]. Moreover, auditory cortex has been found to mediate temporal expectation, another important form of regularity [9]; the statistical structure of sound sequences [10]; and perceptual organization [27]. Our results are therefore consistent with previous findings on the critical role of auditory cortex in regularity learning and structure formation. It is noteworthy that since the phase pattern response varies for different memorized noises, the results cannot be accounted for by nonspecific sustained responses to periodic noise [28] or awareness-related long-latency responses [16].

Recent neurophysiological studies demonstrate that cyclic cortical excitability states are reflected by oscillatory phase [25, 29]. Specifically, phase can act as a network-intrinsic reference frame for ongoing spike trains and therefore plays a critical role in sensory processing and attention, by temporally organizing continuous input into units of the appropriate temporal scale [17–19, 30–35]. Therefore, the observed gradually crystallizing specific phase pattern for learned sounds implicates the establishment of a temporal organization process in auditory processing, by regularizing spiking in time. Notably, all the previous studies [17–19, 30–35] employed stimuli containing explicit temporal structures (e.g., syllable onsets, lip movements, etc.), which may underpin robust phase resetting. On the other hand, unstructured noises did not drive successful phase tracking [18, 34], presumably due to the lack of segmentation cues. In the present study, we employed white noises that contain neither predictable nor prominent acoustic features—and yet demonstrated a gradual formation in phase response with learning, suggesting that random noises failed to elicit robust phase patterns initially when they were undifferentiated and elicited reliable phase responses as they developed into meaningful auditory objects.

An additional important aspect of our results lies in the fact that although RefNs did not form reliable memory traces as assessed by psychophysics, they showed a similar trend in phase reliability response development, although the established phase pattern was weaker and undifferentiated. In our view, the results thus indicate a rather general role of phase responses in the encoding of learned noises, which is independent of noise type (RN or N). It also suggests that if RefNs reoccurred for long-enough trials, they might also form specific distinguishable phase pattern responses.

Given the temporal nature of audition, an auditory object is often regarded as a stream that builds up over time (unlike a static image in vision) and therefore requires the neural representation to capture the ongoing temporal structure. It has been recently postulated that temporal coherence across various sound features, together with attention, plays a binding role in auditory object formation [36]. Interestingly, this view can be naturally linked to the phase results here, because phase coordination among neuronal populations encoding different acoustic features could assist their mutual communication by aligning their high excitability [37]. Our findings are consistent with a population-level temporal encoding mechanism—phase-mediated temporal coordination—that underlies auditory object representation. Moreover, we observed reliable phase tracking in the 3–8 Hz frequency range of neuronal oscillations, consistent with many auditory studies [18, 30, 32, 33, 35], whereas visual research has instead disclosed the critical role of high frequencies [37, 38], possibly due to differences between sensory modalities.

In summary, we report that as a frozen noise reoccurred and became differentiated from other noise sounds, it gradually initiated a specific robust phase pattern in auditory cortical responses. The results demonstrate the important role of oscillatory phase pattern in encoding of auditory objects and suggest a population-level neural representation for newly learned auditory objects, based on phase-mediated organization pattern in time, by analogy with spatial organization in vision.

**Experimental Procedures**

A brief description of experimental procedures is in Results. A complete description can be found in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

**Supplemental Information**

Supplemental Information includes three figures and Supplemental Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2013.04.031.
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